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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let X = (xi}, Y = {yi), -cc < i < co; xiel < xi and yIel < yi for all i. 
Let & = S,(X) be the set of splines of degree n, having knots at X, ) 
- 00 < i < co; i.e., each f E S, coincides with a polynomial of degree <n 
on (ximI ) x,), - co < i < co, andfE C-l. The problem of monotone spline 
interpolation is: E’hat additional conditions on the sequences X and Y will 
guarantee the existence of an increasing f E & satiffying .f(xi) = Ti , 
--co<i<m? 
The similarity in character of this problem to that of cardinal spline 
interpoiation, as studied by Schoenberg [I, 21, is apparent by considering 
the following typical example of the latter [2]: Let F, = (F(x): F(x) E 
C(- 03, co), F(x) = O(/ x / “) as x --f & co]. What conditions on Y will guarantee 
the existence of a functionfe S, A F,V , satisfyingf(i) = yi , - co < i < co? 
(Note that in this case the interpolation nodes are the integers, while we 
consider more general nodes.) 
The problem of monotone spline interpolation is trivial for S, (piecewise 
linear functions), so we turn our attention to quadratic sphnes. We obtain 
sufficient conditions for the existence of an increasing quadratic sphne 
interpolant; we also consider the problem of convex interpolation. 
2. THE MAIN RESULTS 
Let si = (JIM - JI~-~)/(x~ - ql), - co < i < 00. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose yi - yrel > 0, s, - sieI > 0 f~)r all i. Then there 
exists a unique increasing function f E S, , such that J(xz) = yi for all i. IL 
in addition, si - 2si_1 + sie2 > 0 for all i, then f is convex. 
Remark. Note that the conditions si - sieI > 0 imply that the data are 
convex, in the sense that the slopes increase from left to right. The additional 
conditions, si - 2siwl + sie2 3 0, guarantee that f is also convex. 
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Proof. The proof is based on the fact that if f (x) = ax2 + bx + c has a 
nonnegative derivative at 01 and at p > 01, then f is nondecreasing on [01, ,8]. 
Since {si} is a monotone and nonnegative sequence, there exists y 3 0 
such that lim,,-, s, = y. Assume, initially, that y = 0. 
Let f reduce to pn on [xx,-, , xlz], where p%(x) = a,? + b,x + c, , 
- cc < II < co. Then p1 must satisfy: 
PACT) = xo2al + & + cl = y. , (1) 
P&G) = x12al + x8, + cl = y1 , (2) 
pl’(xo) = 2xoa, + bl 3 0, (3) 
pl’h) = ha, + b, 2 0. (4) 
Eliminating c1 from (1) and (2), we obtain bl = s, - (x0 + xl) a, . Sub- 
stituting in (3) and (4), we obtain two conditions that a, must satisfy, 
-MG - x0> < a, =G s& - x0>. 
For IZ > 1, pn must satisfy: 
P&~-J = &a, + xn-&, + G = yn-r 
P&J = xn2an + x,&z + c, = Y, , 
Pi’ = 2x,-la, + b, = 2x,-la,-I + b,-, 
P~‘(xJ = 2x,a, + 6, > 0. 
From (6), (7), and (8) we obtain 
(5) 
(6) 
(7) 
Pi&G-l), (8) 
(9) 
bn = (x, -!xn-l) [(x, + X,4)(2X,-I&I + &-1) - 2&L-I&J~ 
(10) 
Thus, 
2x,a, + b, = 2s, - (2~,47,-~ + b,-,). (11) 
Using (11) recursively, we obtain 
2x,a, + b, = 2(s, - s,-~ + ... + (--l)n sz) 
+ (-l)“+ls, + (- l)“+l(x, - x0) a, . w 
Let a0 = CX~ = s1 and 01, = 2(s, - s,-~ + .‘. + (-1)” sJ + (-l)“fls,, 
n = 2,3 )... . Then, by (5), (9), and (12), a, must satisfy 
al < 4(x1 - x0>, n even, 
al 3 -4(x1 - x0), n odd. 
(13) 
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that there certainly exists a, satisfying (13). 
For n < 1: pn must satisfy: 
P&L1) = x2,-~ + xn-16, + c, = yI,-I 
p&J = x,‘a, + x,b, + c, = yn , 
P~‘(x,J = 2x,a, + b, = 2x,a,+l + b,+l 
P~‘CGI = 2x,-+, + b, >, 0. 
From (14): US), and (16), we obtain 
on = (x, -c-J 1(2x,a,+l t b,+d - 4 
bn = (x, YIy.-*) [2x,s, - (x, + x,-J(2xnanAl i Ldl- 
Thus, 
2x,-,a, + b, = 2s, - (2~,a,+~ i b,,,). 
We now use (19) recursively to obtain 
2xnela, + b, = 2(sn - s,+~ + ..* f- (-I)* so> 
+ (-l)“+lsl + (-l)“(Xl - x0) a,. 
Let Pn = 2h - s,+~ + ... + (-1)” so> + (-l)“+l Sl) n = 0, -1, -2.... 
Then, by (17) and (20), a, must also satisfy 
al G ,&/h - ~3~ n odd, 
al 3 --Bn/(xl - x0>, n even. 
From the hypotheses of the theorem, 2 Cr=‘=, (-l)k smk converges to a non- 
negative number, t. Let 
al = (a - Q/(x1 - x0>. (23 
Then s1 - t 3 -sl , since 2s, - t = 2 CzD-, ( -l)k+’ s-~ > 0. Thns -CQ = 
-sl < (xl - x0) a, < s1 = a0 9 so that inequalities (13) are satisfied. Also, 
(Xl - x0) a, = Sl - 2(s, - s-1 + *.* + s23 * 2(s,,4 - &n-2 4 -aqf 
= -pzn + 2(s,,-, - SZn-2 + --.). (23) 
arid, similarly, 
(Xl - x0) a, = P2n+l - W,, - s2nz--1 + ---I. 041 
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Hence, inequalities (21) are also satisfied, so that conditions (l)-(4), (6)-(g) 
and (14)-(17) can be fulfilled, and thus a monotone interpolating quadratic 
spline exists. 
To prove uniqueness, notice that lim,,_, -pzn = limn+-m j&,+, = s, - t. 
Since a, must satisfy (21) for all n, the choice a, = (.sl - t)/(x, - x0) is the 
only one possible. 
Suppose now that si - 2.~~~ + si-, > 0 for all i. From (lo), (1 l), (18), (19), 
and (22), we obtain a, = s, - 2&-I + 2s,-, - 2s,-3 + *.. = (s, - 2s,.4 + 
&z--2) + (&z-z - a-3 + &z-d + ..** Since each term in parentheses is 2-0, 
we have that a, 3 0 for all n. Hencef is convex, and the theorem is proved 
in the case y = 0. 
Now suppose y > 0. Let g(x) = yx and jii = yi - g(xf). Then ji - yip1 = 
( yg - yiel) - Y(X~ - xiMl) > 0 since ~6 > y. Also, ii - Si-1 = si - siel > 0 
and limn,-, S, = 0, so that we can apply the first part of the theorem. Let 
f~ S, be the monotone interpolant for the data (xi , yi). Then f(x) = 
f(x) + yx is a monotone interpolant for the data (xi, yJ, and f~ S, . 
Moreover, ifJ; is convex, then so is j 
Remark. The conditions sa - s~-~ > 0 are not necessary. Indeed, other 
sufficient conditions are D si - sihl < 0 for all i. But the theorem may 
hold without either of these conditions. For example, let s, = 1 for 
n < 1, s2 = 2, s, = 4, and s, = 3 for n > 4. Then the data are neither 
convex nor concave, but (13) and (21) will be satisfied if -1 < 
(x1 -x,)a, < 1. On th e other hand, if s, = 1, s, = 4, s, = 2, then the 
data are neither convex nor concave, and (13) cannot be satisfied. 
If we’ consider finite interpolation, at nodes (xi>: , or semi-infinite inter- 
polation, at nodes {xi):, then the interpolating spline will no longer be 
unique, since a, need only satisfy inequalities (13), which are implied by 
inequalities (5). Thus any value of a, satisfying (5) will yield a monotone 
interpolating quadratic spline. If we specify the value of f’(xJ, then f 
will be unique. However, we do not have complete freedom in the choice 
of f’(x,). - 
THEOREM 2. Suppose yi - yiel > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., and si - sidl > 0, 
i = 2, 3,... , Let y,,’ satisfy 0 < yi < 2s,. Then there exists a unique 
monotonefunctionf E S, , such that f (xi) = yi , i = 0, 1,2,..., andf’(x,J = y,‘. 
Furthermore, zf 0 < yO’ < s1 , yO’ , > 2~~ - s2 and si - 2siel + s$+.~ >, 0, 
i = 3, 4, 5 )...) then f is convex. 
Proof. f ‘(x0) = pl’(xO) = 2x42, + b, = s, - (x1 - x0) a, . Since -sl < 
(xl - x0) al < 3, , by (5), we have that 0 < pl’(x,) < 2.~~. Thus, if 
0 < yO’ < 2s,,andifweleta, = (sl - y,‘)/(x, - x0), then f will be uniquely 
defined and will satisfy f’(x,,) = y,‘. If 0 < y,’ < sl, then a, 3 0. Also, 
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from (IO), a, = (l/(x2 - xl))(sz - s, - (x1 - ~~)a,). Since (x1 - x0> eEI = 
s1 - y,,‘, a, will be >,O if yO’ > 2s, - s2 . Again, from (lo), 
an - ( 
xn 
” x,-1) (s, - 2snw1 + ... + (-I)” 2% + c-n)“” s1 
t (- l)n+l(x, - x0) a,), for II >, 3. 
Hence, if si - 2szpI + si-2 3 0, i = 3,4, 5 ,..., then a, 3 Cl for Iz > 3, so 
thatfis convex. 
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